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EVA LB GALLIENNE
"GREAT SCENES"
8:15
TONIGHT

SENATE MOVE
"MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY
9:30
7:30

SCOTT AUDITORIUM

FRIDAY
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Gradtaafte 28
Individual Speech
Contests Begin Monday

II

:

eiMoisrs

Newest Alumni Make Debui in
Marriage, Jobs, Graduate Study

Individual speech contests, an an
Twenty-eigh- t
seniors were graduated from the College of
nual feature of spring at this college. Wooster upon the completion pf their final exams last week. Of
have been announced by the depart these graduates, two are planning to continue their studies here,
ment of speech. The competition will six of the women are recent brides or planning weddings for the
include the fields of interpretive near future, and some will take
courses elsewhere.
reading, oratory, and extemporaneous
Six of the January graduates are
speaking.
married veterans who have been living
on or near the campus with their
Women contestants in extemporane
families. William Boegli, a pianist
ous speaking will elaborate on the subwho
is now teaching music at Orrville,
ject, 'The College Curriculum and
.
.a
has moved bis family to that neigh'
Modern Society". Men competing in
Girls' Chorus begins its twenty- - boring town. John Kundrat has rethe same field will be concerned with
second
annual tour under the direc- turned to Kit hometown of I nrain
the topic "Atomic Energy Control and
tion of its founder, Miss Eve Roine Ohio, with his wife and son. The
Production". Shakespearian tragedies
Richmond, professor of music.
Henry Allen Hills are now in Sc.
will provide the material for men's
interpretive reading.
Having won acclaim in New York's Louis, where Hank is doing post'
The schedule for this month's con Town Hall and Carnegie Hall in graduate work at Washington Uni
Pittsburgh as well as in many major versity.
test follows:
churches of the East and Middle
Remain in Wooater
Women's .Interpretative Readings
Westp the Chorus" this spring will
Three
of the married veterans will
v vu p.m., ixui uai y
make
appearances
Louisville
in
and
remain in the vicinity of Wooster.
VCnm pn' RrtpmnnrotiMin C.Aa1r
Cincinnati during spring vacation.
Roger Glascow and Harry E Miller
9e
uo
p.m.,
ing
rebruary
courses at
women s Uratory
Engagements this month are at the are taking
coUege,
this
while
Eden
plans
James
.4:15 p.m., February 9 First Presbyterian Church of Canton,
reside
Oratory
to
Men's
in town.
February
Presbyterian
First
10;
4:15 p.m., February 14 Church of Lakewood the afternoon
Weddings for Some
Men's Extemnoraneous Sneakinz
of February 20 and at. Akron's WestLast weekend another January grad4:15 p.m., February 15 minster Church in the evening; First
uate, Priscilla Edwards, became Mrs.
Men's Tfirernrpf-flriPoarlinrr
Presbyterian Church of Wooster,
y
Henry Chermeley. Two others, Mar4:15 p.m., February 17
27.
garet Eynon and Harley McGhee, will
Contests to be held in April are the
March
The
itinerary, besides Cin- be married this month. Patricia Miller
Qvic, Junior Class, and Martin Knee
cinnati and Louisville, includes Cleve- and Richard Quinby will take their
land, competitions.
land, Middletown, Portsmouth, Piqua, marriage vows later in the spring;
and Van Wert.
(Continued on Page 4)
post-gradua- te

Chorus Begins
Tour in Canton
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these four women were recently elected to fill positions on the Student Senate. Shown entering the Senate
room are, from left to right, Charlotte Murphy, freshman; Marilyn Parrot, senior; Helen Gurley, sophomore,
and Dorothy Daw, junior.

New Women Senators, WSGA Judges
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elections for women students filled key positions in

r

the Senate and the Women's Self Government Association

as Mari-

Syracuse Prof Speaks
On 'China's Prospects'
"China's Prospects" is the topic of
lecture to be delivered by Dr.

lyn Parrott, Dotty Daw, Helen Gurley, and Charlotte Murphy George B. Cressey, chairman of the
took the Senator's oath and Sally Henderson, Alice Clark, Marian Syracuse University geography deStewart, Betty Hanna, Nancy Kassebaum, Nancy Galbraith, and partment, on Monday evening, February 21, in the chapel.
rnyms uaner joined me juaiciary.

Marilyn Parrott, senior senator, it a
Pyramid, a member of the Girls'
Chorus, and is an INDEX associate.
B. J. Reif was edged out in the finals.
Uncontested, Dotty Daw assumed
the responsibilities of a junior class
senator. Dotty is a Sphinx and has
served on the board of the Women's
Athletic Association as well as WSGA.
Active sophomores nominated four
candidates, favored Helen Gurley over
Ann Bishop, Emily Bradbury, and Mel
Lutz. Helen, an Imp, is also a member
of the YWCA board.
Charlotte Murphy, Hoover freshman, defeated Suzanne Ervin and
Mary Limbach.

Cambridge Team
To Debate Here
Skilled debaters from England will
tangle with a Wooster team the night
f April 13, when representatives of
Cambridge University visit the Stfot
campus to discuss ..a... timely, question
of importance to both America and

Regarded as one of the principal
American authorities on Asia, Dr.
Cressey spent the war years as a consultant for the Army Intelligence,
State Department and the Board of
Economic Welfare. This work took
him to China in 1943-4under the
State Department's program of cultural cooperation.
4

Four occasions have taken the lec
turer to Asia. On these trips he has
Active response to the debate with totalled more than 100,000 miles of
an Oxford University team last year travel on that continent, including
prompted this invitation
to the three visits to the Soviet Union. Many
Britons. The Englishmen arrive-earlof the new mining and industrial
in March and will tour the country areas of Siberia and other parts of
for engagements of similar nature.
Asia have been observed by Dr. Cres'
Britain.
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To Cast Anderson's

'High Tor'. This Week
"High 'Tor", Maxwell Anderson's
fantasy which combines an
airplane beacon with a Dutch brigan
tine, 'is being cast this week for its
latirical

Wooster Little Theater performance,
Rehearsals begin Monday for this
ley.
production, which will be presented
The author of "China's Geographic March 16, 17, 18, and 19 in Scott
Foundations -- and The-- Basis of Sov Auditorium.
iet Strength", Dr. Cressey also has
Written partly in characteristic
written numerous geological and geo- Anderson verse, "High Tor" won the
graphical articles. He is a fellow of Drama Critics award in 1937. The
the Geological Society of America play was given for the first time at the
and the Association of American Hanna Theater in Cleveland, and
Geographers.
starred Burgess Meredith in the lead'
Dr. Cressey comes to Wooster un- ing role.
der the auspices, of the Class of '17
Lectureship Fund.
.

f

Eva Le Rallienne Here Tnninhf in
Scenes from Shakespeare, Chekov
Tickets are still available for Eva Le Gallienne's dramatic recital which is to be given tonight at 8: 15 p.m. in Scott Auditorium.
e
Miss Le Gallienne, who is recognized as one of the greatest
actresses on the legitimate stage of America, will present several
scenes from great plays. Jon Dawson, a capable young actor, will
assist the dramatic star when the program so requires.
all-tim-

tiorn in Lngland and educated in
Paris, Miss Le Gallienne is the daughB
ter of the distinguished poet, Richard
Le Gallienne. Her mother's friendship
with Sara Bernhardt
inspired the
Two representatives from Wooster young Eva to a theater career. Miss
are attending the annual University Le Gallienne's first professional per- of Virginia invitational debate tournament this week. They are Dave
Byers and Harry Stults, outstanding
members of the varsity, debate team.
"Resolved: that the President's
Civil Rights Program be Enacted into
artrtioA ........
f aw" .is .....A fAnir
Aurlntr ttiA
.Wf ...
.
three-daschools
Fifteen
contest.
from Ohio, Pennsylvania and Virginia are participating in the tournament. Wooster and Ohio State University are the. only schools from this
state honored by invitations.
Harry Stults will also represent this
college in the extemporaneous speaking contest held in conjunction with
the debate competition. The topic discussed is again the Gvil Rights Proposal.

vers and Siulis
Invited to Tournament
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EVA LE GALLIENNE

Soph Panel Asks
Which Way Peace?'
"Which Way. Peace?" wUl be the
topic of. discussion Sunday morning,
February. 6, in. Sophomore Forum.
With Bud Ulf, as. moderator of a
panel of four, forum members, will
hit a few of the .high spots of the
tubject of violence vs.
as a means of securing world peace.
To set off the discussion, Ann
Bishop and Dick Cahoon will present
he aspects of Christian
and Larry Weiss and Marjorie Hulett
the views of Christian pacifism. From
there on the. members of Forum will
take over with questions and comments.
The forum meeting will be held in
the music room at 9:47.
non-violen-

non-pacifis-
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formance was made in an English production of Maeterlinck's "Monna
Vana".

After she had appeared hrOmany
New Ybrk and touring productions,
the star became founder and manager
of the Civic Repertory Theater of
New York. In this capacity she has
produced over thirty plays that included works of Shakespeare, Ibsen,
Tchekov,
Barrie, Dumas, Molnar,
Glaspell, the Quinteros, Heijermans,
Moliere, Sierra, and a highly successful dramatization of Carroll's Alice in
Wonderland.
j
i.
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World Hews

Tuesday Brings
'Family' Forum

11
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mMIOTIIIITOfflniMlMMIOPM
Premier Joseph Stalin declared that
Courtey Wootter Dailr Record
he is willing to meet President Tru.
, ,
... .
Pictured from left to right above are Don Fisher, Bob Bodycombe, and
man in an effort to achieve a pact of
Elmer Cook. These Wooster men have begun their studies at American
peace. Stalin says the USSR sees "no
University under the Washington Semester Plan.
Wooster High School Auditorium obstacles to lifting restrictions on trafat 8 p.m. on Tuesday, February 8, fic to Berlin provided the West postwill be the scene of a Wayne County pones establishment of a West GerCommunity Forum on the topic "Re- man state until after the Big Four
turn to Family Living". Professor discusses the entire problem".
James Anderson of the College of
The "Molotov Plan" has been adThree Wooster juniors on the Washington Semester Plan will
booster will participate in the provanced as Russia's counterpart to the start their work at American University in the nation's capital on
gram, one which is closely allied to
ERP. The plan would integrate the February 7. The men selected for this special work are Elmer H.
the course on marriage which he
economies of East Europe with that Cook, Donald L. Fisher and Robert Bodycombe,
Jr.
reaches in the Religion department.
of the USSR.
This marks the third year in which
mission. He will be joined in Wash
Chairman for the evening's discusA Council of Europe has been es- American University and a group of
sion will be Dr. Iauer, head of the
ington by his wife, whose mother is
tablished. Composed of foreign min- six other colleges, including Wooster,
department of speech at Oberlin.
secretary to Congressman John
isters of the five Brussels Pact coun- have cooperated
in this plan of study
Other leaders of the forum are to be
tries, this council is a step in the diDr. Clifford Adams of Pennsylvania
of the government. The plan permits
rection of an United States of Europe.
Bodycombe, a political science
State College, who is nationally recogselected students to do work consisting
In Japan, recent elections were won
nized for his articles in the Ladies'
major
will investigate the U. S. Formainly of independent research and a
Home Journal, and Mrs. Bonoro by the Mapai, Japan's
limited number of instruction courses eign' Service. The Budget Committee
party.
Overstreet, wife of the
in the fields of political science, pub- will receive the special attention of
Columbia professor and author in her
Nationalist Government of China
Fisher, also majoring in Political Sciown right.
has moved from Nanking to Canton, lic administration, economics, interence.
College students have traveled to under the leadership of its new acting national affairs, sociology and com'
According to Bud Ulf, who particiHis govern- munication.
various clubs throughout
Wayne president, Li Tsung-jen- .
County to conduct preview forums ment is ready to negotiate for peace'
pated
in the plan last spring; the
The Wooster men will be members
arid prepare an audience for the Com- on the terms laid down by the Com- of a group of 24 students, living
at a group has a lot to look forward! to..
munity project Tuesday, night.
ipecial residence set aside for their One of the greatest thrills is actually
y munists on January 14.
The United Nations adopted a reso- use and attending classes in the down- seeing the news mad which will apJ. Garber Drushal of Wooster's
lution
designed to settle the Indo- town School of Social Sciences and pear in one's home-towspeech department is president of the
paper. It
nesian
dispute. The UN resolution Public Affairs. Free time, which, will brings one's previous ideas about naWayne County Forum.
embodies the plan advanced by a con- be most of the day, is theirs to devote tional affairs down to earth, and "you
ference of Asiatic Nations meeting at to attending meetings of the House find out that people like
senators are
.
New Delhi, India.
and Senate, the Supreme Court, num- really human,' mused Bud, He went
Paraguay was the scene of a blood- erous committee meetings and the of on to reminisce about the bull, sesless coup when President Gonzalez was fices of the administrative bureaus in sions which the special group "deReorganizing for the coming
deposed. This is the sixth revolution Washington. The students will make veloped to a fine degree' in their eve- semester, the VOICE staff will
.
meet Friday afternoon in Lower
in that
country since a great deal of use of the various li- rungs at the residence.
braries in the capital, some of which
Kauke at 4:30. New writers for
January, 1948.
Mr. Arthur F. Southwick registrar
the sports, feature and newt
Three professors were dismissed are specialized and the source of of Wooster, and member
of the com
staffs may apply for staff posi-tiofrom the University of Washington in much material on the intricacies of mittee of the
sponsoring
institutions,
at that time.
Seattle on grounds of membership in our government.
.j.-- .t
t .
t ar cansiaenng
wa
avtTucs
the
uvh
All students interested in
the Communist party. No fault was
Elmer Cook, an economics major, Washington Plan, for their junior
are especially invited to
found with their scholarship or teach- will do his special work in a study of year's spring
semester in 1950 to
attend this important meeting.
ing ability.
the Securities and Exchange Com come in and see hint about it soon.
.
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Three From Wooster Leave For
Washington Term at American U.
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Tonight's recital will include selections from Romeo and Juliet, As You
Like It, The Cherry Orchard, and the
trial scene of Queen . Catherine from
Henry V1IL
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After The Wind

I Can't FcrfjDi,

Bobbittv
Well,,it js during exams that a bunch of us are languishing in
front of the library, coughing up blood and fingernails and gently
but firmly considering some of the professors because of one thing
and another, when one of our number is remarking that the general atmosphere around campus is by no means anything to do
about. Furthermore, he adds, it.is more than a long time
snap-roll- s
since he is seeing a; heal thy, grin and even longer since he
a; belly-laugNaturally everyone- - is greatly; disheartened by
this news because it is common knowledge and therefore known
even to college students that it by no means a good thing4to have
less than one. or two. good .laughs a semester..

The. Voice, continues this week with th third installment of the four-pastory oiiWand.Nekraz, as told.by her to. Tom Felt., a member. of, th Voice
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SENIOR ASSOCIATES: Mary Sterrett, Barb Voorhie. Marilyn Parrort, Rachel Lloyd,
Amy Leiae.
FEATURE STAFF: Joo WalQ, Lowell : Shafer, Demetrio, Boeraner,, Eugenia Colfleah..
SPORTS STAFFt Jack Dritt. Jack: Reitt. Brent Loban, Jim Craven.
NEWS STAFF Marjorie Hulett. Harriet Hall, Barbara Fiaher, Jo Anne McComba, Anne
Dickaaon, Dorothy Pcmeroy, Ton Felt, Jack Lyon, Beverly Ratling, Carol Mobarry, Joan
Brumbaugh,. Norma Rchm. Re Monroe, Bob Scbug, Cinnie McMichad, Jean Snyder,
Dick Lupke. Dean Water. Bob Hardy.
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES; Pat Winter. Auditor; Pro Kier. Ais't Adverting Manager; Ken
Hart, Circulation Manager; Jini. Jeandrevtn, Ralph bhattuck Dili Arbu. Joan uemeter,
Jim Dykea. Phyllia Benin. Barbara Funk. Pat Metxel, Janice Blank. Ruth DiSalveo, Jeanne
MiUnette, Marguerite Anderaon, fete JNeUly.
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER:. John Atkinaon..
STAFF ARTISTS Bill Lankton, Barbara Minnicb, Joanne Windle.
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Let's Have Exam Files

--

They're all' over now. After finals, all that remains is to wait
for that grade card to arrive in the, mail. With a final examination
d
to one-hathat counts
of the course grade, it means a
hardy
lot to hit those finals
A lot of review and no little pure cramming occupied much
of the past two weeks for all of us. We read over notes, went over
review questions and practice exercises, and for some of us, loonea
over previous exams from "section files."
Old examinations are useful in preparing for a final there
can be little doubt of that.. Even if the questions are different,
(and they are. often identical), an old exam is invaluable in reviewing and synthesizing a course.
Files of old exams are kept by every section, with' only miscellaneous copies, in the girls' dormitories. Those who have access
tn them have an immediate nAimntatre in "knnwinsr what to ex
pect" even if it is only in knowing the type of question which may uung.
lf

It

seen-anywhe-

.

re

slow-walk-

in front of the chapel that a member of the
sophomore class passes us at a fast gallop in a dash from Galpin
to trie library. And what is more, he is emitting a stream of smoke
which makes a wet soft-cosmudge a piker in comparison,
At this everyone is looking here and there and round and
about and is suddenly remarking that although he is by all means
enjoying a quick smoke he is promising a mend to help curry a
sick horse and so we are speeding off in many and opposite

be asked.
We maintain that, all' else being equal, the student who. has
used an old examination for review and
of questions
will make a better grade on the final examination.
The women and freshmen students who have no opportunity
to peruse section exam files are inevitably at a disadvantage under
the present system. Studying for a final is obviously essential, but
fidded insight and reviewing aid gained from use of previous
examinations often makes, the difference between a B and a C.
Professors who insist that their finals be turned in after, a final
are
in thinking the same exam is safe, for me in
years..
laier
questions can. oe, and. are,. copied-intanotner oiue-boo- k
and taken from: the class-rooin lieu of the mimeographed
sheet. After finding its way into a section's files, many exam's may
be entirely
from these stolen exams..
To overcome this obvious inequality, many departments post
cAuft iu uiu siuucTus wi i evtewmg, ana aiiow exam quesincii
tions to be taken ; by all students. But, this practice is too limited
to completely alleviate the unfairness of the present- system.
pre-guessi-

ng

is, however,

al

ed
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of

1.00, PLUS
a flat 7.00!

3.50 from the Activity Fee. My Index this year will cost me

the. challenges of a democratic soMisinformation, is one-ociety. Any organization which attempts.to keep people informed
faces this problem. Much of the Senate work centers around issues
which are often misunderstood. One reason is because in the job
of public relations the information has either been misapprehended or Has not reached the correct sources. Another reason is that
minds are. set. prematurely when- - decisions are: vital to the. individuals concerned. It is so easy to pass on ideas that are clear in
one's own mind with the supposition that the recipient is equally
aware of the background and the possibilities of the idea.
The important issues are those most easily misconstrued because they are talked about in a vagueness unjust to the issue involved. This week
two chapel periods on the Honor System, not with the idea of making a sale, but with the anticipation
that every member of the college will be informed on all sides of
the issue.. Any valid argument that is not aired keeps us a step
farther away from an accurate appraisal of what we want.
Among our present misconceived ideas is a negative approach.
An Honor System must be positive. Its roots are imbedded in a
.program which is to help students, possibly by. means of an effective counselling system.
Tattling is not accepted in our society and rightly so if done
its.
own sake. This is, especially true in our present system
for
where consequences of tattling are costly for the person involved.
The Honor System tries to do something about such issues, dealing
in equally. as exact terms but with a different emphasis.
Such a system might also work the other way by relieving
cheating of its moral implications.. That is one reasqn whyjome
action taken against, a violator is. a necessary criterion. A free realistic sQcietyj where checks. are necessary does not subscribe to an
" "
indifferent moral. relativism,
Much .discussion is needed on any issue to alleviate biased
opinions, especially in an. Honor System. Small groups, the d.inner,
tables, "bull" sessions must. all be scenes of discussions. Every peri
son. must' be. informed.
It is of ten. discouraging to think that the instigation of an
Honor Code requires terrific adjustments. Of course, that is in
part. true,. and would be alleviated as. maturity develops, but the
interesting thing is to observe some of the departments, in. the college who are now very nearly operating under an Honor System.
are an example, of what we could, do.
This proposal is made as a point of. information
he Senate
ti- - not' trying- - to stymie any one into its
acceptance. As, Terry
Gardiner told us last fall, we want first to decide whether or not
we want an Honor System, and if we want it then let's have it and
make it work..
Dave Castle, President Student Senate
f
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land.'.
to the station to see me off., "How
DctedJA'gaifo
lucky you are,'' they said,' . "You ; are
the only one of us who leaves this r The ship; docfed! att
iTjojk on
hell. Tell America about usr because
Not
we cannot."
Vetc li was ditainedi oju &Ui; Island
The train started' to move;,a.ter; because, my? paMportt wsj good! only
rible regret, pulled' at my? heart; until i January, lWaaditJjiey, appar"When shall I come --back?"' I ently, thought: that: Ewofctop. stupid
thought, for I love this unhappy Po to renew it in time myself. My frusland and it will always be sacred; to tration made the Statue of. Liberty
seem more, ironic, than ' beautiful.
me.
However, through the help of friends
Soon we were across the border
I was able to get away sooner than
into Czechoslovakia and the Allied
some of the others who. were detained
Jast JL was .on free . soil,rbut
zonr-A- t
nr
'V- -:
with me.
still I couldn't feel glad, for my heart
Arrival Hera
was still in Poland; I kept hearing
arrived at Wooster onj the : eighI
over and over again in my ears that
teenth of Octoher; What;didil fijnd it'
"Tell them, because we cannot.'
to be like? My joy was great when I
Once more the future seemed only found here an America-thaI Had
a dark wilderness. I could not imag- never supposed to exist; I was deeply
ine how I would be able to live with touched at finding
goodwill
the lucky people who still know how and smiling at one time.
to be happy and enthusiastic, and
America seems much different to
whose ways and customs are so dif
me now that L am here. Until I
ferent from ours. How could I be
got here I had known few Americans.
happy when I would always remembe- My only
impressions, and they were
r-the
suffering of '.others? (And
unfavorable, had come from Amerieven today, though everyone is sd.
can movies, the- - American consul in
nice to me, how can I be happy? It is
Warsaw, what I had seen on Ellis Isa part of happiness for me to be able land,
and American newspapers,
to give something to those who are which seemed
to be covered from-toneeding. I try to help them, but what
to bottom with dollar signs. Whether
can I, or just a few of us do al6ne?)
the popular-idein- Europe
I did not know if I. would. concern that the. American sees. a. god' in the
you very much because none of. you dollar is true, I am. still trying, to. dewrote to me except Bill Watkins, cide for myself; but perhaps, it .does
whose letter made me so glad; it was no. harm for you to. know. what, kind
as a clear ray from this unknown of an impression, you make on; your
world, encouraging me and making European . neighbors
me think that maybe not all AmeriUnfamiliarity
cans are such as their consul in Warwas impressed at once
I
saw.
highly developed' social' life, includ-inParis and England
gs
among- other-thinyour chapeP
Et viola 'Paris!. Such a. splendid'
programs- and .the fellowship j between
city so many joyful and wholesome
students and faculty.
faces, and beautifully dressed people!
What can I .tajr LWj: like Here?
What, a contrast to: Warsaw!s- - pale
I might say there, is , nothing): IT don't
faces, misery, and cripples!
like, but as. every country has customs
I saw the French people complain, much different, from others, there are
but what do they complain about?
some that strike a stranger's eyes very
high prices and a butter shortage. oddly.
Even after as short a time as they
That for instance th'e students-arhave been free they have forgotten permitted' to lounge all over the
how lucky they are to live in a free chairs and tables in classes seems very
country with their families intact and unusual to me. In Poland a student
in houses that still stand.
who relaxed; so conspicuously, would
(Continued on page A)
From Paris I went to London fpr a
.
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As a member of the Senior class, I am also held responsible for the
1200 debit incurred by, Harry Stapler's staff last year. (See Voice, January
7 )i. It
.to me that. we. seniors caught it in the neck for last year's deficit.
and must now pay 2.50 to keep the Index in the black for this year.
Is it too much to ask both Fran Reed, audi Harry Stapler for a public
statement as to what they are doing with our money?
An Irate Senior
.-se-

Try a Positive Approach

-

g'

When I sigheoTup for my senior picture last fall. Fran keecTtookTSZO
of my money with the understanding that the. sum was to be applied to any
pictures I might order from the studio.
Last week I went down to get copies of my senior picture, and was
charged full price for reprints. The photographer told me the Index had
kept the money, and I would have to pay in full for prints.
So as a Senior, I kicked in with $2.70 to the Index, PLUS an assessment

ems
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-

by-yo-

Dear Editor:-

-

Senate-propose-

I

.
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My mother bade me farewell : with
I short, whil. before
embarking from
tears in her eyes. My dear mother
Southampton
for?
America, on the
she was longing for me so. long .and:
how she remains; alone' once- more. S.S., Batory.
And yet she was glad, . because, she j The weather was. d.ov during those
understood very well how valuable an nine days. at sea, orso.tha.sailors.said;
opportunity to study- - in; America, but that; didn't r help.i myy seasickness
would be. for me.
any.-- , IL resolved, them never.-- to swim
unless, some d4y whenv I felt
My friends from-thcamp (they again,,
enough i too swiovi haxk; to Powill always be the best, friends) came nrpngj

.

-

in-a-

year..

.

"i

-

rival, at .Wooster on October. 18 of Is

--

m

1

during trre war
and through her return visit to Warsaw last year. The story begins here with
her departure from Warsaw last summer and continues through her visit to
Paris, departure from England to. the,. America of, Ellis Island, and final ar

or-no-

o

10 remeav inis siiuaunn-a- v
is me, time
iuw
:
.
;
j
j rmarina
' n an
examinations; given last, month
open, library; file where all
may reach them..
Article VI (c) of: the
d
Honor Code asks that
"an exam file be. kept in the, library withjhe instructor filing five
copies, of each exam which the students" may. use only in the library",
The faculty of the college wishes .to accredit grades and degrees as accurately as possible. It is, part of their, standing policy.
We suggest that this policy may better be implemented by the immediate filing of examinations for the use of EVERY student. '

,

first two installments she related her; experiences

--

overly-optimist- ic

pre-guess-

ta&.
In the
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And, says. our. friend,, this is not all. It is reported by. an
authoritative agent . . . that theShack is selling enough coffee for
every man, woman and child in Wooster to have, seven and
cups of java per day.. Of course at this we are giving the
collective fisheye, partly because it is almost time for evening chow
and none of us are having more than four cups already but mostly
because we are realizing that it: is impossible for every man. and
s
woman in Wooster to measure
of: a cup and
maybe even a little harder for the children.
This, he goes on is only the beginning. What with everyone
smoking with both. hands and the price of weeds hanging where
it is, some chem major is deciding that-i- t is not only too expensive
to puff the standard brands but that it is a great waste of time. So
he is taking his. flasks and retorts and other chemical terms and
is setting up shop in Lower Galpin. And what with putting in a
snick of one thing and a snack of another he is conjuring up a
smoke the likes of which are Jiever being
excepLat
b. A. Boone s in Lexington, Kentucky, and probably not even
there..
Furthermore, he is being entirely reasonable about his project
and is charging only four cents per
through the room
and back out again.
Well, at this we are not only amazed but are even a little sur-)rised and we are ankling over to Galpin to see how slowly the
ine moves because we are by no means ones to miss out on a good

.

one-thir-

rt

Snippings; Clippings
Deviating from our usual procedure

Dear-Editor-

:

I would like to clarify the thinking of student

a tn rh Sni4nf.Pfl-nlH- ,
Relations Committee decision concerninz the INDEX deficit as I interim
what, was done in the SFRC meeting.
--

1

.
were the dean of a rnlWO I nr- in anw ri.nn.iM.
If you
V4
'
IV!
v.jv.l
maintaining the integrity of your institution, and had an outstanding, debt
of over 1200, what would you do? This debt was incurred last spring.. The
SFRC action was taken at a late fall meeting when it appeared that nothing
Was being done to oav, the deficit. It was rhnmrkr
o that- "nv Unu m,vil v- institution) pays his debts both for the sake of integrity and in the event ha
might want to establish credit at a later date. It is on that basis only that an
INDEX deficit is a debt of the college administration. Last year the college;
just broke, even financially.
.

.

t

.

'

The INDEX at Dresent is under the
L Canara
v wv
jinritA'trtinn nf
wviutw WAaujr Ml;
so far as the Senate is, interested in all student affairs. For this reason,
although the Senate is not responsible for an INDEX deficit, we will without
.

.

doubt do something about meeting it. Whose debt is this? It seems likely. to.
be that of the INDEX staff and the Senior Class since it is their book and;
one-o- f
which they can be justly proud.
In 1944 the INDEX had a orofit. The clasa who nuMih.J Uf TMHRV
upon their request and by the vote of the SFRC will use their profit as is
deemed feasible, possibly as scholarship aid for some neraon from aUmaA K.
cause it is believed that the money belongs to the class who published the
book. An INDEX is a Junior Class project. They are given an allotment of,
3.50 from each student's' tuition, plus, an assessment, to. publish a book as
they see fit. Positions on the INDEX staff are. subject, tp the. approval of the
.
t
r. "
ciass- - otticers.
Last year's, staff, put out one of the best INDEXES. W.opjter "has ever
had. The deficit is accounted for by the rising costs of last year. No publisher
or engraver will accept a contract without stipulations of possible, change in
costs. Too many books were ordered and a number of other things which were
not expected.' The editor has made a careful analysis of all these factors and
these analyses are available.
There is a misconceived idea that the SFRC made the Senior Class re
sponsible for the 1200 deficit. Rather, they thought that no single organization should' be asked to try to raise that much' money. What was asked of the
Senior Class was that they start the bait rolling an an attempt to defray the
deficit either by proposing a
scheme or by getting assistance
from other campus organizations, The MSGA.has already paid a. sizeable
sum to this deficit.
--

money-makin-

g

Dave Castle

of presenting items on the same sub- in our own i country on the question
of federal aid to education? - Do we
ject culled from: numerous exchange
realize, what it- would- mean ifi the
papers, today numerous items will be government would' make-- it possible to
presented.! from the same, paper and give financial aid.: to students desirous
of going to college? During the Christthe same column. "The Hitch-hiker- "
mas
vacation representatives of twenty-thre- e
written by,Viv Bangert.for the Valprivate colleges and universities
paraiso Torch of Valparaiso Univermeetingwere
to consider the implicasity in Indiana has attracted our atT tions of' this issue which is expected
tention: as being an outstanding to come before the 81st Congress. A
column. Each week it contains an first consideration would' yield' the
interesting account of a world prob-ltm- . wonderful opportunity to have worthy
people educated but, as 'The Hitchhiker" points out, it also has many
In. an. early issue Miss Bangert disadvantages: that of the necessity
writes,. "Can it . be true that here in of government inspection and 'regulation of universities; the likelihood of
outr midst exist: people of another
colleges lowering- - their- - standards to
an isolationist age, dwelling in darkinsure an adequate income,, etc. ,
ness, oblivious of the excitement, acThe interesting prospect of 'the eftion, and drama surrounding them in
fect ofthe,.ascend4ncy of. Asiatic peotoday's world?" Can it be true . . .
ples on the modern world' was also
and
'Yet, how many of us are aware of suggested as-wastalk;,
expresAnoth.e,
the. French, internal, situation where
sion of ' nationalism in the world as
."cpmmunist
inspired" strikes, are
verified' in
of an
threatening the major industries? In independent-India- ,
the revolt
the November fifth issue of the Torch
against Dutch control;' the
of--' China
we learn .that there was an estimated courtesy recognition
(t by
loss of three million tons of coal in Western nations as one of the 'Big
three weeks due to the walk-ou- t
of Five powers, the growth
twelve thousand workers. The miners league, etc.are walking out in an attempt, to force j This brief, survey of the, year's
wages up which will, in turn,, cause weekly columns
should indicate, the
France to suffer inflation to such an oasis of
our. admiration, of. 'The
extent that they wilt become ineligible
"
as. a help, in, brushing
for Marshall aid. Supposedly, without aside the fog which
seems to. prevent
the ERP France could easily become most, of,
our. thinking frorn, soaring
completely communistic.
beyond txjft snug little, cpmrnunity in
Or what of the drama taking place which we live.
-
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WO OSIER MUM FEB
Kent State Jars Wooster Five;
Ifiliies Weaken in Third Period

Woostei Tankers
Lose Third Meat

IV-r- T

,

VERF1MDLAY
Fonrlh Quarter Dolly Ly Gi!:z
Almosl Upsels Ucoslcr Viclcry

Girls': Sports

Wooster, tankmen, entertained: the

On Monday night, January 17, the
Coach Dave McDowell's Kent State cagers brought an offen- Kent State, swimmers
Finally hitting their scoring stride, Wooster'l basketcering
final games in League II were played,
sive threat to Severance gymnasium last Saturday night that was fore examination and, were
handed a
Scots
eked out a 68 to 66 triumph over Findlay on the Oilen'
The Independenu were defeated: by
WnnU
more 1DOtent and lastingO than anvthinor
y "'"g. "IV f f VVOiVA tJWU wUiU
defeat, at. the hands-othe
home
floor last night. The victory wasn't in the bag until the final
the Hoover team, 3
muster. When the last whistle blew, Mose Hole's boys had dropped visitors.
and the Imps
for; Coach-- . Renninger's boys scared the living daygun.
however,,
a oo to
aixuuici uiiiu
vAMiiciciicc uii uv
score.
Droooine their third iimm in rkr led the Trumps all the way to a
. '
I
t f
f.f
V
lights
of
out
the
.
Black and Gold by staging a fourth-quarte- r
victory,-- The outcome of these games
rally
utnougn ivent nem a scoring edge
starts .this season,, the Munson-coachealmost,
,that
tied.
ball
the.
game.
up.
left
lead
The
Wooster
the.
Ladies'
in every, period, it was again a third
Aid',
undisputed
iflu
quad, held it, own,. until the last, re
held at the end of the. third period had been cut to two points,
period! dump- - that spelled complete Intramural Sports
jay which Kent.. using better free stvl possession iof the number one position
r
if this league. On Wednesday night, and the Oilers were driving for another
when the final
disaster for Wooster.. As in the Ohio
en, won easily. If the Scots had won
night, January 19, the; Echoes, and gun cut Findlay's surge just a little short of its goal.
Wesleyan game the Saturday before. Resumed Alter Finals this race the
meet : would: have
the-Tuesday.b-

44-to-3-

.

e:

1

f

1-2-

2..

30-1- 7

A

d

19-poi-

nt

--

.

--

two-pointe-

the Black and Gold came back after.
the. half, without; their shooting eye
It began to lesok very much a if
somebody had; put a lid! on the basket as shot after, shot went;astray A
full i five minutes; of theiseepnd half
went by before, bjgPat.Milbgan drop
ped one through', the Hoop, fori Woos-ter'- s
first score, of the third! period.
The only other. Scot sccej(vthat;ten
minute stretch, was McDowell'ss
In- - the same time,- Kent: had
"
managedltcvgarner eleven peihts,
Thompson-- and. Arnica were the
sharpshooters, from Kent whoj gave
the? Hoje, hoopsters the most: trouble.
Thompson, . Golden Bash i center led
the. scoring for the., evening with, 18
poinu. A tip-iartist, extraordinary,
he kept. the. Wooster defense virtually
impotent as Jie aided the erring shots
of his ' teammates into the basket.
Amico,- who netted a total of 15 tallies, put on a beautiful show of
shots that passed through the
basket seemingly without effort.
For Wooster, Pat Milligan and Earl
Shaw kept up their scoring ways with
13 pointt each. Harry- Weckesser,
playing in his first college game, collected nine points in the first half to
add to the Scots' scoring threat. The
other- - nine Wooster- points were divided, between. Schneider, Preble,
Lane, and Kennedy;
Kent had trouble maintaining their
scorings record- - in the first half, for
Wnoster took the; leadi twice in the
first quarter.. Even after Kent managed to- forge ahead; the Scott
to fall very;, far back into the
dust. They trailed by only one point
at the end of the first quarter. "By
hajftime Kent.had.tretched, their lead
tct,fpur.pointsJargely) through the
of Collver and Amico after having be kept in the game in the opening period almost wholly through the
-- efforts of -- Thompson
After the intermission Scot scoring
fell into a lull while Kent: kept the
pace .The Golden Flashes held a
advantage in the fourth' period
tallying. Six of Wooster's, 14. points
in this stanza were..- field.! goals by
Shaw, Milligan, and. joe. Lane. The
other eight point were- chalked up
from the. foul circli.
A total of. 3.7, foul were, called,
Wooster being, the offender 19 times
arid Kent 18,, Neither teaml showed
outstanding accuracy,-frothe foul
circle. The Golden Rashes. posted a
lightly better average tha nthe Scots,
connecting; for 14 counters out of 21
chance. Wooster took advantage of
12 of their. 20 opportunities.

had a
different victor.
,
Chuck Southwick, Bill Hewitt and
Roger dark took the medley relay to
start the meet off with a commanding
r
0
Scot lead. Lyman Hartley pulled in
hrst in. the
free style event
as the Scot lead went up to 10-Southwick came back with a Woos
ter first in the
event. Hew
itt took the breast stroke race and
Hartley gained his second first of the
Jay,- pushing just ahead in the final
sprint in the
free style fra
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Before alii of the, horribk; business
of studying, for finals., began there
were a total of 18 intramural basket
ball games in the Trolley league, five
in the Douglass league and six played
in the Kenarden league..
In the Trolley league the Tri Kapp
took. Third s Seconds
Colonial
trounced the "Bulls"
and the
Kappa Phi's beat the Phi Delts 4135.
Ninth section edged the Fireballs, by
one point, winning
. and . they
also took the Phi Delts
The
Kappa Phi's lost two close ones, one
to Thirds Seconds
and the
other one to the Fireballs
In the Douglass league, Douglass I
beat Douglass VII142J8andaIsq
Douglass V,'
Douglas
III
trounced. Douglass. V,
and
Douglass II found themselves on the
short end of a
score with Doue- lass VI. Douelass; VII wallooed
Douglass IV by the, score of;
In the Kenarden league Third
played two games, losing to, Fifth-- 5
25 and topping Seventh 40'32. Eighth
also played two and won one and lost
one. Second beat them
and
Fourth succumbed
Fourth
edged out Sixth
and Seventh
defeated First in a
game

..

,

45-2-

1

200-yar- d

4,

.

2.

back-strok-

37-1- 9

28-2-

-

7,

27-1-

24-2-

3.

37-2- 2.

42-1-

400-yar-

5.

17-1- 6

7,

e

d:

cas.

Gurney added Wooster's only sec;
ond in-- the
breast stroke
event behind ; teammate Hewitt: The
Scot, natatpr are; scheduled to. com
pete at C&a Monday with Kent State;
here, Wednesday, with Baldwin Wal
lace, here, Friday.
;

200-yar- d

,

,

28-3- 5

51-19-

.,

3

39-1-

48-3-

49-4-

3.

2.

1,

low-scorin-

g

29-2- 1.

There have
t
games play
ed thus far this semester. Two in the
Trolley league, four in the Douelass
league and two more in the Kenarden
been-eigh-

eague.

In the Kenarden league the same
between .Firsts and. Sixth was post
poned and Second walloped Fourth
42-1-

In the Trolley league the

8.

Fire-

balls took the Phi Delts

into camp
and Colonial lost to Ninth 34t

35-1- 2,

In the Douglass league Eighth
overpowered Fifth 444 1, Sixth went
on a scoring spree against Third and
29.

won-6-

4'

24r Seventh ; tookthe hapless

Second
and Fourth edged out
First by one bucket to win
The standings, as of this evening
show that Fifth section is on top in
the Kenarden leaeue. Ninth ruling
the roost- in, the Trolley league, and
Douglass Third' and1 Eighth are. tjed
for top honors in their league.,
Standings:
Kenarden League
L
W
Pet
Fifth
3.
0 1.000
1
3
Third'
.750
Second
1
.750
J
Seventh
1
3
.750
First
.250
Fourth
1'
.'200
4
Sixth
0.
4
.000
59-2- 5

28-2-

6.

-

.
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Akron. Zippers
Here Saturday
The Scot will be hosts Saturday.
evening to the Akron University Zippers. The Zippers bring with them
an. impressive record of .11 wins,
against two defeats. So far this season they have scored 851 points while
holding their opposition to 685
points.
In order to have a fast breaking
team. Coach RusseJvJ; Beichly ii em
ploying a three-unsystem involving
the use of one offensive and two de
fensive fives. The offensive team is
composed of five fast, high scoring
.
men whose main job is ,to; build up an
early lead, then the big boys go into
action and by using a zone defense
their main job is to control the back
board; and hold the established lead
The basketball rivalry between the
two schools started way back in 1901
1902 season and since then they have
met 54 times, each team - having- - won
27' games. Mose Hole's teams have
played the Zipper in 22 contests and
have,: beeni victorious 13 times and
dropped. nines Beichly' teams have
beaten; Wooster two out of the three
meetings the have had.
--

Peanuts met to determine. the cham
pionship of League I, The outcome
of the game was especially important
because the winner played the Ladies'
Aid on February 2 for.the final chain- pionship. The teams were, well match
ed.. Echoes showed good organization
but were unable to stop the. Peanuts
from. slowly pulling away from them
The score at halftime was 15?1I; Peanuts, and at the end of the game the
forged ahead to 828-1jPeanut.-.had- '
--

8

victory.
With' volleyball season at a close,
jnore. iftterest.rwill be centered." around
the. basketball court. Basketball prac
tices are held on Monday and Wed
nesday nights at 7:30 and 8:15. Five
practices are needed for eligibility in
the League games.
All those who are interested in obtaining
Instructor
Certificates
in
swimming this semester should' come
to the pool each Monday and Thurs
day night from. 7:30 until 8:30. The
Swimming club, having already presented an excellent water show before
Christmas, will also be hard at work
again this semester. It will meet during the half hour, following, the Instructors class. For those who just like
to swim, the pool will be available. for
swimming at 9:00.
W.A .A. bowling begins February 5
Further announcements will be made
this week..
--

it
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Tfolley League

''

W

L

Pet.

5

0

1.000
.800
.666
.500
.250
.250
.200
.000

Nin.th
Fireballs:

4

Tri Kfcpps'
Kappa Phis.
Third's Second

2-

1;

3,

3
1

;

.

Colonial
Phi Delts,
Bull's,-

1
-

1
1

-

0

3,
3.

4
2.

Douglass League -

W

Pa.

viii;

4
4

L
0
ct

I

33

2

2

2;

2- -

2;

.500,

2,
0

2.

.500
.000

JH.

IV
VI,
VII

n

1.000
1.000
.600
.500
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Scotties Dumped
By Bishops 5143
22-o-

3

y'

,

-

,
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Ohio Wesleyan managed to remain
in the fight for the too snot in the
Ohio Conference by defeating the
Scots
last January
the
home floor, This wa the first game
played during the week of final 'exams
and it told the sad. sad storythatbas
ketball and final just don't mix.
For the first half ' Wooster olaved
a fine tight game as did ' Wesleyan,
each team matching the other basket
for basket.ending.in.a.25r2.5 tie.How
ever in the. second, half the Wooster
quintet tired, relaxed, their, defensive
vigilance, and .they, were, beaten. in a
game that should have been won.
The defensive game played by- both
team , managed to., suppress., the. scor;
inz aces of- both
team Uv
-- lrrinT
jr"- both Milligan and Shaw below their
seasonal average,, with 15 points; each
At the end of six minutes of ' play
in the first quarter Wboster.-walead
ing 63, then the Bishops moved out
front
but Earl Shaw came thru
with three, quick, points and. Wooster
was in the lead again. At the end of
the first quarter Wooster held the
edge
Wooster was able to hold this lead
for most of the second Quarter, but
Meyer, 6' 3" forward' fpr the Bishops,
tied up the ball game at 23 all after
seven minutes of play. Then Butter-morsunk a long one to put the
Bishops in front by two points, Mort-lancreased the nets, for two. points
and the hal fended
The second half of the ball game
was entirely different;. Coach Strim-mer- 's
quintet drew a defensive ring
around their hoop and Wooster was
only able to score five points in the
third quarter, three of these being
(Continued on Page 4)
51-4-

Wooster s oftense was led by Mose
Hole's two shooting stars, Earl Shaw
and Pat "The Tree" Milligan.. 'Shaw
sank nine field, goals and three, foul
shots for an average raising total of
21 points, Milligan was right on
Shaw's heels with an evening' collection of 20. markers. Scoring honors
for the game went to Wortman, Find-laaggressive forward, who sparked
his team's attack with, 22 points. Ten
of these poinu were made in a wild
fourth, quarter rally that almost saw.
Findlay. add .another defeat, to. Woosr
ter' string of losses..
The. two. distinctive ; features of the
Findlay style of play was the platoon
system used by Coach Renninger in
substituting and a hybrid defense that
defied naming.. In the second quarter
Findlay's entire starting team was. tup.
planted.by; another quintet, .The .third
period opened with, the Oilers' original lineup back in the game, only to
be taken out for five fresh men when
Wooster put on their offensive drive.
A combination, of these two. teams in
the fourth stanza provided, Findlay
with, their most , potent attack. The
Renninger defense euggested. a .shifting
zone mixed . with soma.- man, to man
play. At time there, was. more, of the
one;, sometimes, more., of the,, other.
For, three periods, the, Mose, Hole zpne
proved-- , far. more, effective, on the
Oilers' undersized floori .In thelast ten
minutes the, home team, proved once
more. the old adage, that the, best, defense is a good offense. Their scoring
antics coupled with a Wooster attempt
to .freeze, the. ball midway, through the
last quarter made protection of the
Findlay- basket . almost unnecessary.
Outscering their opponents in every
period :but the. last, the Hole hoopsters
put on their best show after the half-time intermission
decided de.
parture fromv their, tactics in recent
games, Mortland Busack, and Lucas
found' the range in this ten minute
session to give Wooster a dangerous
cprin
combination, that
racked. up. 23, counters to Findlayjs lQ

n

-

.

-r- -a

-

five-ma-

n.

This sent Wooster- into, th- home
stretch leading 97 to 38,
In 'the fourth quarter as Wooster,
slowed down by the high speed of the
previous period and the excessive heat,
faded, and Wortman and McLafferty
led their- teammates on a 28 point
scoring spree by garnering 10 points
apiece. Wortman, who fought savagely for victory until ejected via the
foul route with seconds left to play,
-

-

-

made seemingly impossible shots from

any position on the floor, McLafferty
roosted under, the. basket and in the
corner from which positions he shot
'

with deadly accuracy.
Mynie Busack, Wooster captain
and guard par excellence, added his
usual fine defensive play to the offensive talents of Milligan and Shaw
in Wooster's fifth victory, of the cur-re.

nt

season.

Free throws missed Wooster: Shaw
1, Lucas 2, Milligan
7, Busack
3.. Findlay: Werley 1, Wortman 3,
Nickol 1, Steegman 1, Orians 1.
Box Score:

Wooster
Shaw, f.
Weckesser, f
Milligan, c
Busack, g
Mortland, g
Lucas, f

Fg.

Ft.

9'

y

4- -

20

3

1'

7

4

1

'

6

29

la

68

Fg.

Ft. Tl.

2
8.
5,

0,

2

6

22

.

0

10

7

3

1

3

13

1:

1

q

3

1.

17
17
2
7

27,

11.

66

Krause,,g
Orians, g
Totals

9

-

0

"

Darr, c

8

3'

Findlay
Werley, f.
Wortman, f .
Nickol, c
Steegman, g
McLafferty, g

21

13

2'

Totals

Referees:

Chuckovitch and Skibbi.
Score by Quarters:
Wooster,
17
34
57
68
Findlay
16
28
38
66
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When a Fellow
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Welcomes Hospitality

6,

1.
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d
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Accessory Kit

BROWNIE REFLEX

FOR YOUR VALENTINE

v

f

-

Filters for All. Makes
of Cameras

5.

WOOSTER
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SAT.

Two Technicolor Hits

"Return of October"

Delightful little Victorian Scatter Pins as delicately fashioned
and delicately stone-se- t
as her grandmother's jewelry. She'll;
wear them in matched or mixed combinations . . . and'
wear: them everywhere from, beret to button-hol-

and'

"Mickey"

e.

95c to

1.50 each-

SUN. . MON.

-

SNYDER
The, William, Arniat Go.,
Public Square
Phone 920'
Jewelry
Main Floor

CAMERA SHOP
East Liberty, at Bever

"Threes Godfathers"
TUES.

--

WED;

"Kiss the Blood Off

My Hands"

4.skor it either way, . .Art
trade-mar- ks

mm
OTTIEO
COCA-COL-

A

the same
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MOSE ON

Chapel To Hear
Ohio State VJ.

Viclors
Elonyen
Uc:s'2r Tires in Final Period
C-cr-

.

.

.

WAA Sponsors

I Can' Forget

Benefit Bridge

vice-preside- nt

ti.i

succumbed

bl-4-

y.

Earl Shaw's spectacular return to
his old form which won him
honors last year, saved the game from
being a complete rout as he scored 23
points, almost half of Wooster's total
score. Mine Busack's beautiful defensive game contributed greatly to
inability to score during the
first half. Eppa Rixey was the high
point man for the visitors, 'racking
up a total of 20 points. Twelve of
these were scored in the last ten minutes of play.
This was Wooster's third loss out
of seven starts this season and the
third Ohio Conference loss against one
victory. For the boys from Gambier it
was their fifth win in eight starts and
their second Ohio Conference win
out of five tilts.
The game started out as if Wooster
were going to win. At the end of the
first quarter the Scots were in the
lead 19' 10, Shaw hitting the nets for
10 points. Wooster's defense almost
stoooed Kenyon cold in this period,
allowing them only three fielders and
one foul shot. Play in the second
quarter was even, both teams making
1 1 points to end the half in Wooster's
favor
Kenyon got the tipoff in the second
half and things were really starting to
pop. Within three minutes Kenyon
made five buckets, Burrows accounting
for four of them, Wooster took a
time out in an effort to revamp their
defense. It was to no avail since Shaw
was the only Scot to score during the
third quarter, and all five of the Kenyon men were able to throw the
leather through the hoop. Burrows,
a flashy sophomore, accounted for 13
of the 20 points made by Kenyon in
the third period.
At the beginning of the fourth
quarter Milligan scored twice and
Shaw once to put Wooster in the lead
All-Ohi-

o

Ken-yon- 's

30-2-

1.

pointed dean of the College of Arts whether the social life I admired so
much was really voluntary. Wouldn't
and Sciences.
the programs be more valuable if they
were not quite so numerous but entirely, voluntary? I have just come
f
from a country where everything was
game with
In Wooster's
either "recommended" or "verboten"
Ashland College at Ashland, Mose
and the people are encouraged to be
Hole's bucketeers snapped a
come automatons.
losing streak by clipping the
Certainly we must be constantly on
wings of the Ashland Eagles
'
guard against letting our minds
our
This put Wooster in the .500 class,
I
become
unthinking and mechanical.
having won four out of eight starts
f
we
are
on our guard, we are striv
this season.
ing toward a goal of freedom in
The Scots took the lead in the first
which our every action is not only
few minutes of the game .sand never
voluntary but thought through, and
relinquished it after, that. At the end
we are living as free and thinking
of the quarter Wooster was two buckpeople in a free and almost demo
ets up on the Eagles, the score being
cratic country.
In the second quarter Milligan
(The narrative which ends here is
and Morris collaborated to up Woosonly
a preface to the problem of
ter's score 14 more points while the
relations. The final inbest the Ashland five could do was to
- f
stallment of this story will contain
rack up 11 points to be on tne snort
Wanda's interpretation of the prob
end of a
half time score.
HARLAN H. HATCHER
The man who just couldn't be
During the war, Dr. Hatcher, a lieu- lem and her contribution to the mu
stopped by the Eagle defense in the tenant in the U. S. Naval Reserve, was tual understanding that is now lack
School in ing between the two nations.)
first half was old Tree Milligan, whose stationed at the
hook shot was really working like a Chapel Hill, N. C, with additional
charm. He chalked up 12 points dur temporary duties at Norfolk and New
York City. The university requested
ing the initial 20 minute period.
In the second half Swish Shaw his release in 1944 so he might assume
opened up and showed the crowd just the deanship.
Among Dr. Hatcher's
bow an
operates by hitting
books
are Tunnel Hill, Patterns of
the mesh for 16 points. In the third
Central Standard Time,
Woljpen,
February
quarter he was the only Scot able to

Eagles Clipped
by Wooster Five
pre-exa- m

three-gam-

52-4-
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SPRAY DEODORANT
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

The newest way

7th Thru 12th

Announcing

Hit in Wishari Museum

Miss Barbara Brubaker

Barbara Gould Representative
Expert Consultant on Beauty Creams

per-

NO BREAKAGE

y,

NO LEAKAGE
.

spon-taneit-

to stop

and spray
spiration worries
underarm odor away.
Just squeeze the magic flexible bottle to create fine misty
spray.
No messy finger tips dries
Instantly. Protects your skin
and clothing.

score.

Children's Art Makes

Vs

StopetteX

NOW AT GRAY'S

n

V

n,

a

Pre-Flig-

l

mid-yea-

Pol-ish-Americ-

-- NO

WASTE

.

A

Phofog Asks Aid

61-4-

P.E.O. loans are made without in
terest to women students of promise
who require outside financial help in
the completion of their collegiate edu

(Continued from Page 1)
Patricia Ivins is planning a spring
wedding, too.
Other Graduates
Included among the
r
graduates are Mrs. Sherman S. Dalby,
William Gray Eberly, John Thomas
Ernst, Lothar Frank, Robert Frazier,
Stanley Louis Gosshandler, William
Guyot, James Harrold, and Mrs. Alan
Joseph.
Others are Harry Richard Kauff-maRobert Joseph Kelley( enrolled
in the graduate school at Cornell),
George Kenneth Nouse, Gilbert Priest
ley, Roger Truelson, t Barbara Voor
hies, and Lewis Wood.

14-1- 0.

All-Ohi-

loan
Loan
Mrs.
King

Seniors Graduate

:

6.

.;ff

a

.

.

Any woman interested in a
from the P.E.O. Educational
Fund should contact either
Ralph Bangham or Miss Ruth
soon.

-

There was a total of 39 fouls called
in the game of which 21 were called
against the Wooster five. Milligan
was forced to leave the game in the
Currently on exhibit at the Josefourth quarter because to too many
phine
Long Wishart Museum of Art
fouls as was Bill Denbrow of Ash'
and. Shaw and Milligan made 21 S a collection of children's art from
and ZU points respectively and wes the elementary schools of Wooster.
Reflecting the warmth of joy,
Peterman was high point man for the
and. freshness, these 237 art
Ashland squad with 15 points.
units go far to prove that every child
is an artist, the theory of Mr. Harry
Then Rixey and Burrows startHetman, supervisor of art in Wooster
"
ed to pour it on and all was lost. The
public schools.
Scot defense seemed to wilt under the
The section of crayon drawings, or
John Atkinson, Voice photogra
offensive pressure exerted by Rixey
scribbles,
were done to music in an efpher, has asked for assistants to help
and company and Wooster lost
in the handling of equipment and the fort to coordinate auditory, motor,
Fid. Fl. Tl. processing of film.
WOOSTER
and graphic experiences.
Shaw, f
23
9
Heis-willithe princu
Uninhibited,unaf raid, genuine- 0
3
6 pies of photography
McDowell, f
to anyone inter these are the adjectives Mr. Hetman
16
6
4
Milligan, c
ested in exchange for these services. uses to describe the art which seems
Busack, g
0
0
0
John May be contacted at the Taylor far beyond the years of the children
2
0
4 Units No. 6, or by calling 1778-L- .
Lane, g
producing it.
45-4-

MORE ON

Loans

st

Available to Women

Saturday afternoon, February 3,
all campus bridge experts will have
a chance to demonstrate their ability.
The Women's Athletic Association is
sponsoring a benefit bridge in Lower
Babcock. and the proceeds art slated
to go to the Cancer Fund.
Lou Ann DeVoss, president of the
W.A.A. board, urges both men and
women to aid this worthy cause and at
the same time enjoy an afternoon of
auction or contract bridge as taste
may dictate. Whether in Bridge 101
or teady for a seminar, the board assures any student a worthy match.

Harlan H. Hatcher,
(Continued from page 2)
of
The Ohio State University b asked by
Some time ago, evening of January 15 as a matter of fact, the
the professor to leave the
Wooster Scot quintet was dumped by a Kenyon team which was and author of The Great Lakes, will class.
m ms. address students at the College of One other custom that seems odd
OUl lOr reVCngC MUCC U1C OCUU IUU CUgCU ukui uui
season by three points. The Scots were ahead in the first half 30-- Wooster in chapel Friday.
id
IIe has been a member of the Ohio to me in America is the practice of
21, but were overpowered in the second half bya barrage,-lafining students who cut many chapel
down mostly by Burrows and Rixey, for a total of 40 points. The State faculty since 1922 when he was programs. When I first heard of this
in the Enghigh pressure scoring blasted the Scots' hope for a victory and they appointed an instructor
was surprised. I began to wonder
lish department. In 1944 he was apDr.

Non-Intere-

full year's supply

Barbara Gould Velvet of Rose Dry Skin Cream
2.25 for 1.00

$1.25

Skin Freshener 85c

UUSKOFF DRUGS

9.

"

i

Totals
KENYON
Bell, f

20

9
Fl.

Fid.
2
6
7

Burrows, f
Rixey., c
Mooney, g

Trinker, g

ng

;VAVWVM

Tl.

MANN'S LAUNDRY

6
1

2

1MM

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
jln Agent in Each Dorm

4

3

ach

49

2

4

to-te-

Wooster Hotel Bldg.

wwwvww
GOOD TASTE
SMART STYLE

Totals

MORE

22

ON

.

.

15

61

Wesleyan Game
(Continued from page 3)
foul shots by Mortland and Schneider,
Milligan made the lone field goal.
At the end of the third quarter,
Wooster found themselves behind 37- 30. The two boys most responsible for
the Bishops' scoring spree and de
fensive playing were the Millhon
brothers. Their ability to control both
backboards did a lot toward stopping
the Scot offense.
The visitors managed to protect an
eight-poilead throughout
the
fourth period, the scoring being about
even, Wesleyan topping Wooster by
one point,
Had Mose Hole's boys been able to
score, in all probability they would
have won since they were able to hold
Wesleyan down to their lowest scoring
record of the season.

CRISP COTTONS

IDEAL DAIRY

.

Quality Dairy Products
133

FOR SPRING
Five

.

N. Bever St.

fttA

Phone 319

K

I

Sport a yoke
for contrast

is always ivzttkty

FEBRUARY

sfehl

...and

Speg-pock-

a

crease-resista-

14TH

V Vi'

;f

et

skirt for fashion. Multicolored and
marvelous
in

w

-

'

,

nt

...

Shambee. In
blue, grass,
hunter green,
caramel.

May we suggest

14-1- 3.

Music boxes

-

Sizes 12

Jewelry

!

Jewekr

221 E. Liberty St.

Phone

Sanforized

to 20.

or
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V

7
1

a diamond

VS S
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a
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Here's Ihe Best SUIT and TOPCOAT
Valnes lor your money . . . . .
In quality, style and long wear. Regularly priced

1035-- W

52.85. 100 garments from stock including Tuxedos
w0OSTifc

OHIO

.

Public
Square

... in

...

Hen!

.

a

A,

gyp-

River woven
plaid gingham
with 3 self
bands that
march across
each shoulder. In coffee
blue, green.
Sizes 10 to 20.

v

FLOOR

Wooster, O.

lei

nt

Adresa...

George. Lahm
V

Crease-resista-

gay as a

the most remembered gift
SHOE REPAIR SHOP
Quality Repairing
215 East Liberty Street

pretty expressions of
raminiT importance
imnnrtanra

of cotton. So essenuaiiy
feminine they do won
deri for your ego - .
I
.t..11-- . tailored they
beautifully
Iwlnns in your daylight
A
jyou are,
me, wnerever
whatever you do,
Designed in Dan River
fabrics, Fine Broadcloth
and new, creascresistant
Mercerized
"Shambee"!
and Sanforized to, wear
well, launder well . . . and
speak well for your discerning taste in fashion
. . . quality
in value.

nt

DOnilAIEDS

...
...

SINCE 1906 ON THE SQUAPP
1

Hi

Selected from stock the same high quality suits
and top coats you've admired all season. All pure
wool worsteds
long wearing, hard finish fabrics.
made to hold shaoe
Tailored by master tailors
and good appearance longer. Single breasted and
double breasted models. Short models, longs, stouts
and regulars.

45
.

.

$3&75
February Sale
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